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Digitalization and automation is essential when it comes to quantification after methods like transmission electron
microscopy due to the immense size of images and unbelievable workload required. Here we present a rule-based classical
image processing pipeline to analyze transmission electron micrographs of insulin granules in beta cells. We show that
classical image processing is a valid and accessible approach to analyze area and amount of insulin granules in beta cells.

Introduction and Objective

Quantitative analysis however can unravel more subtle differences between images that cannot

easily be spotted visually. Also it becomes feasible to quantify all objects in a tissue or area of

interest. The only way to make this type of analysis possible is digitally via an automated process.

We applied this thinking to a current project which investigates pancreatic islets of Langerhans in

mice under transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Islets of Langerhans are located in the

pancreas and serve the function of maintaining normal blood sugar by secreting either insulin or

glucagon. Using digitalized TEM images we were able to automate the process of quantifying mature

insulin granules in beta cells of islets of Langerhans.

Materials and Methods
In the analyzed study two groups of non obese diabetic (NOD) mice were compared regarding

impact on diabetes onset, hence we focused on detecting and counting mature insulin granules in

beta cells. Using pancreata from the mentioned study (study design and results are not yet

published) islets of Langerhans were isolated from the tail of the pancreas, chemically fixed and

embedded in resin. Embedded tissue was cut into 70nm slices and stained, and images were taken

using a Tecnai G2 20 transmission electron microscope. Images were saved digitally using the TIFF

standard. Usually, after this point images are either analyzed qualitatively or must be annotated

manually. However, using classical image processing techniques we could extract relevant data and

quantify objects of interest proving that even simple computational techniques [1] have the

potential of improving analysis and furthermore personalized medicine manyfold.

Results
We used 3 control group mice and 2 mice of the treatment group which contributed to a total of 4

analyzed islets of Langerhans per group for these preliminary results (figure 3). In figure 3A the area

of insulin aggregates is plotted for all 4 control (CTRL) and all 4 treatment (SPD) islets contributing to

a total of 206 TEM images. The other figures depict data normalized to TEM images. Figure 3B and

3C show that the total insulin aggregate area in treated mice is increased while the number of

identified islets is comparable. A major difference is apparent in figure 3D. The average size of

insulin aggregates per image is significantly larger in treated mice (Wilcoxon, p = 9.4*10-14). This

implicates that the tested substance SPD has some effect on the size of insulin aggregates whereas

the amount of granules is unaffected. The high significance is due to 206 TEM images contributing

data but these preliminary results are only from 5 mice, hence the significance of the treatment

effect is still to be determined using more mice. However, we can definitively show significant

differences using this classical image processing method.

Figure 2: Output after the most important steps of classical image processing pipeline. A) Input TEM image. The aim is to detect the
dark disks (red arrows) which are the insulin aggregates inside insulin granules. B) Output after histogram equalization. C) Output
after inverse thresholding (v=80), meaning all pixels with a brightness under or equal to 80 become white, everything else becomes
black. D) Output after morphological opening which removes small white objects . E) Output after morphological closing which
removes black holes from the inside of white objects. F) Detected insulin aggregates (blue) after canny edge detection and contour
identification. G) Remaining detected insulin aggregates after filtering for area (< 400 px = 0,0067 µm2) and roundness (< 75% when
compared to a perfect circle). H) Manual annotation of granules (green) in comparison to detected insulin aggregates (blue).

Conclusion
We conclude from our preliminary results that even simple automation procedures have immense

potential in generating meaningful results which would not be feasible to conduct manually. Relying

on more basic image processing makes analysis more accessible and applicable because one does

not need as much computing power or machine learning knowledge. However, simple image

processing also comes with certain limitations. If more complex annotations and objects are of

interest, like in figure 4 shown in different colors, then this will require more advanced analysis

methods, like machine learning.
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The aim of this processing pipeline was to identify all insulin aggregates (dark disks in figure 1A) in

insulin granules in each image. The first step is histogram equalization which increases contrast of

the original image (figure 1B). The second step is inverse thresholding (v = 80; figure 1C).

Morphological opening [2] removes small white objects (figure 1D) and the following morphological

closing (figure 1E) closes holes in them. Canny edge detection [3] and contour identification [4]

recognize the contours of objects (figure 1F) which are then filtered for area and roundness. The

resulting objects (figure 1G) can be confidently identified as mature insulin granules when

compared to the original manually annotated image (figure 1H, blue denotes detected insulin

aggregates, green marks manually annotated objects as cross reference).

Currently, when analyzing data from image-based methods like microscopy, the analysis is done

mostly qualitatively due to the immense workload of counting and classifying objects in such

magnified images (figure 1).

Figure 3: Insulin aggregate analysis of 206 TEM images using rule-based classical image processing. A) In this boxplot all detected
insulin granules of all 206 images and their respective area in µm2 are plotted. We can see an increase in the area of insulin
aggregates in the treatment group images. In B) the total area of insulin aggregates per image is shown, so every dot represents one
analyzed image. Again an increase in the SPD group is noticeable. Plot C) is comprised of the number of identified insulin aggregates
per image. There appears to be no difference. However in D) we can see that the increased area of insulin aggregates in the SPD
group results from a highly significantly (Wilcoxon, p= 9.4*10-14) enlarged average insulin aggregate size (again normalized to image).

Figure 1: This figure is meant to exemplify the rapidly increasing image sizes that need to be analyzed to achieve meaningful results.
Starting from the left, the human body and its organs (pancreas) are still comprehensible in their dimensions. The islets of
Langerhans located inside the pancreas are comprised of up to 70% beta cells (orange cells in second frame, red cells in third frame)
which produce insulin. To secrete insulin on demand it needs to be stored inside the cells in the form of insulin granules, (frame on
the right) which we wanted to analyze. Figure was created in Biorender.com.

Figure 4: Manual annotation showing how many potential subclasses insulin granules can be assigned to. (blue= mature granules,
dark green = immature granules, yellow= fusion mature with immature, lavender= mature granule with membrane, violet= cluster of
mature granules, light green= two mature granules, apricot= autolysosome, red= crinophagy, rose= autophagy, purple= partially
visible granule, petrol= fusion with partially visible granule)
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